THE  APPROACH  TO  MODERN  TIMES
literary education, now had nothing within its reach but objects
manufactured by artisans enslaved by routine, and a literature
handed down by oral tradition and consisting mainly in popular
ballads (complaintes), songs, farces, and tales.
The learned public profited by its social prestige to proclaim
its own taste in art and Literature as the only legitimate one, since it
was that of the select few. The spontaneous taste of popular circles
was declared to be vulgar and no longer held of any account, for
artists and writers now worked for the privileged classes only,
Since the Renaissance, literature and the arts in France have been
those of a small minority of Frenchmen only.
jtee   significance   of    the    reformation
In its origin the Reformation is connected with the Renaissance,
for it was born of humanism applied to Holy Writ; but it entered
far more profoundly into the life of the nation, being concerned
with a subject that interested all Christians far more keenly than
literature and the arts; besides which it shook the authority of
the Church, which was at that time closely bound up with the
power of the king. Thus an intellectual movement gave rise to
a religious revolution, which issued in a political crisis.
The word 'reformation', which was in use in the ecclesiastical
world many centuries before the 'Reformation' in the narrower
sense of the word, meant no more than 'restoration'. In proposing
to 'reform the Church in its head and in its members', the councils
of the fifteenth century meant merely to recall the clergy to the
observance of its rules and discipline; they had no idea of changing
either the doctrine or the organization of the Church. Not till
later was the name confined in historical terminology to the Re-
formation carried out by means of a revolt against the pope; in
French official documents the religion that was the outcome of this
revolt was referred to as 'the religion claiming to be reformed3
(prttmdue reformee).
In order to prescribe reform it would have been necessary for
the pope to summon a general council, but the popes were occupied
in strengthenuig their power as temporal princes in Italy and
rebuilding the city of Rome, which had fallen into ruin, and so
refused to summon an assembly, which involved a risk of diminish-

